
Milling guide for Solid floating ShelveS/MantleS

**note** inStalling thiS hardware requireS SoMe woodworking experience or a buddy with 
woodworking experience, innate aweSoMneSS (you have that already), a router with a 
dado bit or a wood chiSel, a paddle or auger bit capable of drilling 6.25” deep, a drill/
driver with a Screwdriver attachMent, a SMall 1/16” diaMeter drill bit, and a counterSink 
bit. for how-to videoS and inStallation tipS, pleaSe viSit www.SilicateStudio.coM

bRACKET TYPE ---> dRILL bIT dIAMETER
LGHT dUTY              5/8” od
MEdIUM dUTY        3/4” od
HEAVY dUTY           7/8” od
MANTLE                  1-1/8” od

1a. for inStallationS that receSS the back bar into the Shelf
•	 You will need to cut a dado ANd drill holes for the rods if you decide to install your bracket this 

way.
•	 To	do	so,	first,	center	the	flat	back	bar	of	the	bracket	on	the	back	edge	of	the	shelf	and	trace	the	

outside	edge	of	it.	This	will	be	where	you	cut	your	dado.	Make	sure	to	orient	the	bracket	right	side	
up	to	the	top	of	your	shelf	(the	holes	to	mount	the	bracket	to	the	wall	run	along	its	top	edge).

•	 Within	that	outline,	and	keeping	the	bracket	oriented	correctly	to	measure	from,	mark	the	cen-
ter of each post hole on the back of the shelf, vertically and horizontally. Where those two marks 
converge	is	the	center	of	the	post	and	where	you	need	to	set	your	drill	bit.

•	 drill a 6.25” deep hole on the center of the marks you made for the posts. Make sure to drill 
straight	down.	Starting	the	holes	with	a	drill	press	or	horizontal	dowel	drill	and	finishing	them	by	
hand	is	the	quickest	way	to	drill	straight	and	deep.

•	 Cut the dado into the back of the shelf at least 3/8” deep and to just past the outline you drew 
of	the	hardware	edge.	Either	a	router	or	a	chisel	will	work	for	this.	Make	sure	to	not	cut	out	to	any	
edge	of	the	shelf	or	you	will	see	the	bracket.	(This	dado	will	allow	the	flat	bar	part	of	the	bracket	
to	slip	seamlessly	into	the	back	of	shelf.)	

•	 After	the	dado	is	cut,	make	sure	the	holes	are	fuly	6.25”	deep	again	by	drilling	out	the	bottom	
3/8”

•	 Fit	the	bracket	into	the	back	of	the	shelf.	You	may	need	to	adjust	the	angles	of	the	holes	you	
drilled to allow the shelf to sit parallell with the bracket. You may also need to adjust the depth of 
the	dado	if	the	flat	bar	sticks	out	past	the	back	edge	of	the	shelf.

1b. for inStallationS that receSS the back bar into the wall
•	 You will only need to drill holes for the rods if you choose to install this way. Follow all the steps 

above,	except	for	cutting	the	dado.

2. to inStall the Shelf to the bracket
•	 Fit the bracket or rods completely into the shelf. 
•	 Measure	the	distance	from	the	back	edge	of	the	bracket	to	the	set	screw	holes	on	the	rods.	Next	

take the shelf and make marks on the top or bottom of the shelf that are the same distance in 
from	the	back	edge	of	the	shelf.	Center	them	over	each	rod

•	 On	each	mark,	drill	pilot	holes	with	the	1/16”	drill	bit	through	the	wood	and	into	the	open	holes	in	
each rod, then, countersink.

•	 Drive	a	small	screw	through	each	hole	and	into	the	metal	posts.	This	locks	the	shelf	to	the	post.	For	
extra	strength,	drive	a	longer	screw	through	the	entire	rod	or	repeat	this	process	on	the	opposite	
side of shelf.

•	 Please	visit	www.silicatestudio.com	for	How-to	videos,	tear	sheets	and	more	great	products


